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The Puritan Press, Boston.

In looking back over the year which has just passed there is, perhaps, no one event which stands out to distinguish undergraduate doings of 1903-4 from those of other years. The year has, however, been one of steady advance. The Tech Union has been confirmed as the best and most desirable place for student gatherings. The activity of the professional societies has been much greater than ever before. A Civic Club has been organized, and several new city and State clubs have sprung into a flourishing existence. In athletics we have seen basket ball come into considerable prominence during the winter months, and have seen a good Track Team developed under adverse conditions. Finally, Tech men have again shown their ability to produce an amateur theatrical performance second to none.

The year has been one in which a number of new questions have come up for decision and in which many progressive changes have begun. Foremost among these questions is that of affiliation with Harvard. Among the progressive movements may be mentioned the first out-of-town performance of the Show, and the beginning of work on the new athletic field in Brookline.

All these things apply very directly to undergraduate life. The reunion of the alumni of Technology, which is taking place this week, is something which also means much to every undergraduate: The Reunion indicates forcibly the loyalty and unity of purpose of all Technology men. May it meet with a success which will render such gatherings a frequent necessity to all Technology.

A RADICAL CHANGE.

The policy of Technology has ever been one of expansion and progression. Starting some fifty years ago in two rooms, with fifteen students, she finds herself now with nine large buildings and plans already drawn for further extensions to accommodate the increasing number of those desiring the education she gives. Nor in student activities does she falter and lag behind.

The athletic trophies on the walls of the Union are being yearly increased in number; Technique stands pre-eminent as the best amateur college annual, and in every way Technology is steadily marching onward.